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CLOUD COMPUTING: LEGAL CHALLENGES, COMPLEXITIES

AND THE

LAw OF

CYBERSPACE
- Gopal Saxena

Intuition suggests that the remarkable feature of the Internet (which is still
changing and expanding) makes it more than simply another medium of
human communication. It is indeed a revolutionary leap ill the distribution
of information , including about the reputation of individuals

Kirby!
justice, High Court ofAustralia (Dow jones Company lnc. v. Gutnick)
The Internet, which is no more than a means of communication by a set
of intercon nected computers, was described, not very convincingly, as a
communications system entirely different from pre-existing technology.

Callinan!
Justice, High Court of Australia (Dow Jones Company Inc.

y.

Gurnick)

My view [is} that the infrastruccure ofthe Net will become increasingly controlled
and regulable through digital technologies.
Lawrence Lesszt
Professor of Law at Harvard Law School

I

Dow Jones Company Inc v. Gutnick [2001 ] VSCA 249.

2

Ibid

3

Lawrence Lessig CODE VERSION 2.0 (Basic Books, New York NY) (2006)
160
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In 2002 a landmark judgement was passed by the full bench of the Australian
High Court in Gutnick v. Dow Jones' pertaining to jurisdiction in the Internet
world. Though all members of the bench reached the same conclusion and
unanimously held that the State of Victoria was the forum for suing a US
headquartered publishing company which maintained a website accessible
to Australian users, the two contrasting views about cyberspace by two of the
justices on the bench (Kirby J and Callinan J , quoted above) indicates the
difficulties in applying the law to complex technologies . Computer technology
is now intrica tely woven into our everyday li ves, which has deep-rooted
implications for society in terms of how we conduct commerce, interact socially,
ensure our privacy, and enforce Out laws developed over centuries. The World
Wide Web now dominates communication, education, commerce and human
interaction. The pervasive influence of computer technology in our lives has the
potential to render obsolete the ways in which society has traditionally dealt with
crimes, tortS, and data protection, the last of which is becoming an increasingly
perplexing issue. At present commerce, law enforcement, and personal identity
exist both in real space and cyberspace, but with the fast changing scenario in
cyberspace, especially with the increasi ng adoption of newer technologies such
as cloud computing, more and more or our interactions and transactions will
be conducted online. As this happens we will have ro adapt our present laws
and accepted practices ro meet the challenges presented by an increased reliance
on computers (Friedman, 2008). 5 However, speaking of a "law of cyberspace"
is fraught with difficulties.
When asked ro talk about "Property in Cyberspace," Chief Judge of the US
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit Frank Easterbrook's immediate
reaction was: 6

"Isn't this jwt the law of the horse'" I don't know much about
cyberspace; what I do know will be outdated in five years (if not
4

Dow Jones &Company Inc v. Gutnick 12002] HCA 56

5

David D. Friedman, F UTURE IMPERFECT: T ECHNOLOG Y AND F REEDOM IN AN UNCERTAIN
W ORLD (Cambridge Universiry Press, New York, NY) (2008).
Frank H . EasterbrookCyberspace and the Law of the Horse 1996 U CHI LEGAL F 207
(1996).
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jive months!}; and my predictions about the direction "f change are
worthless, making any effort to tailor the law to the subject fo tile.
And If J did know something about computer networks, all J could
do in discussing "Property in Cyberrpace" would be /0 isolate the
subject ftom the rest of the law of intellectual property, making the
assessment weaker.

Commenting further on the pitfalls of applying traditional legal concepts
cyberspace he says:?

to

"We are at risk of multidisciplinary dilettantism . . , the crosssterilization of ideas. Put together two jields about which you know
little and get the worst of both worlds . ... Beliefi lawym hold about
computers, and predictions they make about new technology, are
highly likely to be folse. This should make us hesitate to prescribe legal
adaptations for cyberspace. The blind are not good trailhlazers",

The expression "Law of the Hotse" was coined by Karl Llewellyn,' Principal
Drafter of the Uniform Commercial Code of the US. He wittily observed
that between 1780 and 1850 in England, cases on product warranty could be
conveniently divided into "horse" and "non-horse." This arbitrary cl ubbing of
"horse" cases, i.e., "Law of the Horse," was quite predictive ,- "horse" cases gor
"horse" results,' but the context was vety vast and unrelated. The remarks of
Judge Easterbrook, made at a conference on the "Law of Cyberspace" at the
University of Chicago, were in the context of his view that it is just as futile to
talk of a "law of cyberspace" as it is to talk of a "Law of the Horse". In other
words, to use Lessig's '· paraphrase of Easterbrook's views, " ... the effort to
speak as if there were such a law would just muddle rather than clarify; and
that legal academics ("dilettantes") should JUSt stand aside as Judges and lawyers
7

Ibid.

8

Karl Llewellyn, On Warranty oJQuality and Society 36 (I) COLUM L. REV. 699 (1936).
Also Karl N. Llewellyn, Across Sales on Horseback 52 HARV L R EV 725, 735, 737
(1939); Karl N. Llewellyn, The First Struggle to Unhorse Sales 52 HARV L REV 873
(1939)
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lGm Lane Scheppele.

LEGAL SECRETS: EQUAUTY AND EFFI CIENCY IN TH E COMMON L\W

(The University of Chicago Press, Chicago) (1998).
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Lawrence Lessig Commentaries HARV. L. REv. 50 1 (1999)

The: Law

orthe Horse: What Cybr rlaw Might Teach 11 3
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and technologists worked through the quotidian problems that this soupedup telephone would present .. . [T] he best way ro learn the law applicable to
specialized endeavours ... is

to

study general rules . This "law of cyberspace,"

conceived of as rortS in cyberspace, co ntracts in cyberspace, property in
cyberspace, etc., was not. (Lessig 1999)"
The question therefore is whether cyberspace is indeed a "souped-up" telephone
system as Cullinan]'s remarks seem to suggest or is it a phenomenon destined
to change social life as Kirby ]'S remarks imply. The question becomes more
complex as cyberspace evolves in the direction of cloud computing - the
emerging technological trend in computing. In this paper the author attempts
to present the challenges that cloud computing and cyberspace present to the
traditional legal system.
One thing, however, is clear from the statements of Easterbrook, Lessig
and other legal scholars such as Z ittrain, N issenbaum, G oldsmith , Wu,
Galloway and Palfrey who have studied the develo pments in cyberspace and
its consequences to society in general and the legal framework in particular:
cyberspace is causing fundamental shifts in the social structure and fabric in
ways that are not envisaged in the traditional legal system. They are also raising
fundamental and potentially troubling questions about privacy, freedom,
and the changing social fab ric that the legal system would need to address .
Consequently, applying existing laws and proced ures to cyberspace behaviour
and transactions would not only lead to confusion, but also to unintended
consequences (e.g., see 5vantesson's analys is of GlItnick v. Dow]one/'). Indeed,
we have the instance of two courtS hearing motions based on virtually identical
facts regarding keyword advertising. One dismisses the case for failure to state
a claim, 13 while the other gra nts summary judgment for the plaintiff 14 So we

II

12

Ibid.
Svamesson Dan Jerkcr B. AN

INTRODUCnON TO JURISDICTIONAL ISSUES IN CYBERSPACE

(2004) http://e publicationsbond.edu.aullaw pubs1265
13 J.G. Wentworth S.s.e. Ltd. P'ship v. Settlement Funding LLC, 2007 WL 30115 (E.O.
Pa. 2007)
14 Soilworks, LLC, v. Midwest Indus. Supply, Inc. , 575 F. Supp. 2d 1118 (D. Ariz. 2008)
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have the curious situation of Google reiterating and expanding its Adwords
policy despite adverse judgements in some cases." (see case laws Rescuecom Corp.
v. Coogle Inc., i-800 Contacts, Inc. v. WhenUcom Inc., CoZ'ernment Employees
insurance Company v. Coogle, Inc. and Fair Isaac Corp. v. Experian Information
Solutions Inc.) 'G
Legal scholars and practitioners have argued that it is possible to adapt and apply
existing laws to cyberspace, even in such complicated issues as jurisdiction. For
example the American Bar Association's Report 'li on jurisdiction in cyberspace
states that "[W]hile technology changes how parties communicate, it does not
and cannot change the fact that parties themselves exist in physical space--the
key to jurisdictional analysis. Cyberspace may be a 'place,' but it is inhabited
bits and bytes, not by people. It may change how people understand their
boundaries, and thus affect their state of mind, but in the end it is a means of
communication." Gray (2002) '8i' states that " [slurprisingly, our conventional
notions of jurisdiction have adapted well to this new cyber-environment."
Indeed early case laws in the United States (1995 to 2005) have relied on
established precedents on personal jurisdiction , copyright mfrin gement such
as the "Minimum Contacts" principle and "Internet Trinity" test. However as
the Internet continues ro evolve into a medium of cloud computi ng, newer
and more perplexing issues have started to emerge.
Ku states that" ... it is a mistake to treat Internet law as a smorgasbord of
controversial cases or a survey through all the areas of law that touch upon

15

Jamie NafZiger, Jose L. Hernandez, Heads You Win, Tails You Lose: Striving
to Make Sense of Keyword Advertising Cases Post-Rescuecom2(4) LANOSLIDE
MAGAZINE(March /April2010. )

16

Rescuecom Corp. v. Google, Inc., 562 F.3d 123, 126 (2d Cir. 2(09) 1-800 Conlacts,
Inc. v. WhenU.com Inc. 414 F.3d 400 (2d Cir. 2005) Government Employees Insurance
Company v. Google, Inc.GEICO v. Google., Inc.. 2005 WL 1903128 (E. D. Va. Aug. 8.
2005) Fair Isaac Corp. v. Experian Info. Solutions Inc.. No. 06-4112 ADMI)SM, 2009
WL 2252583 (D. Minn. July 24.2009)
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Achiroin$ ugal and Business Orda in Cybaspace: A Report on Gk,bal jurisdiction Issues
Creaud tJy the Internet (AMERICAN BAR AsSOCIATION REpORT) (2000).
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Tricia L. Gray, Minimum Contact in Cyberspace: The Classic Jurisdiction Analysis in a New
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the Internet. Every area of law will eventually be forced to address Internet
Issues." (Ku & Lipton, 2006). 19 He suggests that law should confront cyberspace
on two levels. The first should address the question of whether real rules and
legal regimes should be applied to cyberspace or should new rules or even new
institutions be created to resolve conflicts in cyberspace. However as he points
out, translating existing values and legal principles to principles applicable to
cyberspace is far ftom simple, as this would involve finding answers to questions
such as: Does the use of keywords purchased on Google's Adwords ptogramme
infringe trademarks; does the use of metatags represent the use of trademarks;
can Internet Service Ptoviders (ISPs) be considered public accommodations;
are regulations mandating open access violative of the free speech rights of the
ISPs; is the code for one-click shopping patentable; or, is Wikileaks founder
ptotected by journalistic privilege? The most recent issue that came to light
is the question of whether celebrities can use Twitter to ptomote products. In
the words of Judge Buckwalter "even commonly understood terms may have
different connotations or parameters . . ."20

At the second level, before attempting to apply existing law needs to the
challenges of cyberspace we need to resolve "conflicting values and clarifY the
latent ambiguities that justifY existing rules"(Ku & Lipton, 2006).21 This may
involve altering the laws of real space as we improve our understanding of new
realities. For example, on the issue of data privacy discussed later, before we
attempt ro resolve whether data mining violates consumer privacy, we need to
examine the values protected by current real space privacy. How do we reconcile,
for example, our concerns over loss of privacy in real space, with the "ambient
intimacy" encouraged by microblogging sites such as Twitter. (According to
Reichelt, ambient intimacy is about being able to keep in touch with people
with a level of regulariry and intimacy that you wouldn't usually have access to,

19

Ramond S. R. Ku, Jacqueline D . Lipton,
New York, Ny) (2006).

20
21

Ibid.
Ibid.

CYBERSPACE
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because time and space conspire to make it impossible);" or, the craving for
"digital fame" that motivates people to share intimate data and photographs
on Facebook. Grimmelman fuels the privacy debate about Facebook when he
asks "Iffour hundred million users don't care about privacy, why are they using
a site that allows them to reject friends requests? If they w nted to broadcast
every detail about their lives to everyone everywhere .... why did hundreds of
thousands of users sign petitions protesting Facebook's decision to introduce
real-time news feeds'''(Grimmeiman, 2010) .'3"; According to him Facebook's
privacy are natural consequences of the ways that people enthusias tically use
Facebook. There is a deep, probably irreconcilable tension between the desire
for reliable control over one's informarion and the desire fo r unplanned social
interaction. Most privacy violations on Facebook are the result of not the
behaviour of the company but of those people the user has accepted as friends,
i.e. "peer-to-peer" violations. C lippinger even raises the question as to who owns
a Facebook identity - the company or the user (Clippinger, 2007)."
On a fundamental level, traditional law in real space (as opposed to cyberspace),
based on the time honoured concept of "order backed by threat" , is directed
at controlling behaviour. It stipulates, for example that ont: may not commit
murder and promises strict punishment to those who choose to disobey.
Similarly social norms also control behaviour, as for example they dictate
how we behave while dealing with elders, or members of the opposite sex.
However norms are not enforced by governments but by communities hence
enforcement is not in the hands of a central authority but with decentralised
groups. In some ways markets too act as regulators of behaviour sin ce pricing
and availability determine usage of some products versus others. For example
the high price of petrol leads to people preferring diesel cars Lessig" identifies

22

Leisa Reichelt, Oisambiguity (2007). Available at hltp:llwww.disambiguity.com/ambient-

intimacy/
23

J. Grimmelmann, FACEBOOK AND PHILOSOPHY: WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND,T HE PRIVACY
VIRUS 3 (ed O. E. Wittkower) (Carus Publishing Chicago IL)

24

John H. Clippinger, THE CROWD ON ONETHE FUTURE OF INDIVIDUAL IDENTITY(The
Perseus Books Group, Cambridge, MA) (2007)
Supra note 10.
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another feature of real space that acts as a regulator of behaviour - architecture.
This feature refers "to the physical world as we find it". For example people
on one side of the state border tend to be more integrated among themselves
than with people on the actoss the border even though the demarcation may
be arbitrary. Therefore, in any society, behaviour is regulated by the interplay
of these four tools, with constant adjustment depending on need (e.g. if norms
are not sufficiently effective the law is strengthened and vice versa).
In cyberspace also norms and markets also regulate behaviour. For example
people who sell on the online auction provider eBay will be quickly shunned
by buyers if they are dishonest or provide shoddy service. This is due to a very
effective system of feedback, by buyers and sellers, provided by eBay, which
has proved sufficiently effective in inducing users of eBay to be honest so as
to ensure the company's phenomenal success. A similar mechanism is at work
at Wikipedia, the online encyclopaedia built on voluntary contributions from
users. Wikipedia's amazing success on ensuring authenticity of its content is
again due to its policy of peer review. In both cases, it is the company's control
policy (law), enforced though its software design (code) is the reason behind
the success of their law enforcement. Pricing structure, i.e. the market, is also a
powerful force of controlling behaviour as shown by Apple iTunes Online Music
Store which was able to win customers away from established music companies
due to is 99 cent downloads. Apple also ensures copyright protection by code
that discourages copying of downloaded music by degrading the quality of
the copy. Architecture too determines behaviour in cyberspace but as Lessig>6
(2000, 2006) points out, the architecture of cyberspace is its code and this is
where cyberspace diverges from real space with profound implications, which
will be examined later in greater detail.
Law, in the traditional sense, also operates on a set of general assumptions:
society is composed of sovereign states with geographical -boundaries, each with
a Constitution, a government with its Legislative, Judiciary and Executive arms,
each with a constitutionally mandated role/authority and a clearly demarcated
26
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and physically identifiable jurisdiction. which enact, adjudicate and implement
laws. Cyberspace, however, does not have any natural boundaries, governments
or, in most cases, even a legal system for grievance redressa!. Fo r example,
the authority that governs Top Level Domain names , ICAN (Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and N umbers), is a private body consisting
of various stakeholders in cyberspace. Ku states that " .. . many have argued
that cyberspace is in fact a region just beyond real space. Accord ing to this
school of thought, the Internet is not only a place, it is many different places.
As a place, it has its own rules and some have suggested should have its own
sovereignty" (Ku & Lipton, 2006).'7 Rod Beckstrom, President ofICANN, in
a speech at the United Nations in December 2010 has mooted the idea of the
Internet Nation State built on "openness, transparency an truSt, with greater
collaboration. Not theoretical collaboration, but the real kind that connects
people. Among Internet governance and operational bodies, these principles are
woven into real multi-stakeholder processes. The entire ecosystem collaborates:
ICANN, Internet service providers, domain name businesses, ISOC, IETF,
governments, regional Internet registries, individual Intern~t users, non-profits
and businesses around the world."28
Beckstrom proposes this as "not the problem [butl the solution" ," thereby
acknowledging that the issue of an Internet Nation State, unrestrained by
sovereign jurisprudence may not be a universally viewed as a feasible alternative.
To understand the complexities associated with cyberspace it is necessaty
examine its technological impact. We are all familiar with the telephone
instrument - a device that enables us to speak to a person physically located at
a different place. However, to understand its true impact one must take into
account the vast telecommunications infrastructure behi nd it. Furthermore,
for it to function properly the system requ ires an intricate interplay of social,
political and economic arrangements. Therefore when we refer ro the telephone
we do not necessarily mean the instrument connected to socket in the wall
27

Supra note 19.

28

R. Beckstrom, Th~ N~w inurnet Nation State Speech delivered [0 the United Nations
December 10,2010. Available at htto:llwww.icann.org/e n/prcscnrations/beckstrornspeech-unitcd-nations-14dcc 1O-en.pdf
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but the entite "telecommunication system, regulated by a host of technical
standards, public policies and even social and cultural norms" (Nissenbaum,
2010).30 She (Nissenbaum) speaks of the "socio-techn ical" effect of technological
devices - they affect society not just by reason of physical or material properties
but "by properties they acquire as systems and devices embedded in larger
material and social networks and webs of meaning" ." The traditional , preInternet era telephone, however, is a "tethered device", i.e. its function is subject
ro strict specifications laid down by the service provider. For example, it is not
possible for anyone ro modifY the telephone instrument and use it (the system)
for anything other than its intended purpose. This meant that the telephone
network was not "neUtral" since the service provider controlled both ends of
the network, in this case the caller and the called party. In effect the service
provider controlled how the telecom network was Utilised. The Internet, on
the other hand was conceived of as a neutral device, i.e. it does not influence
the actions of the entities that it interconnects. Whether it continues to be so,
is open ro debate as countries like China and Saudi Arabia spend enormous
effort ro control and manipulate cyberspace in their respective geographical
space(ed Deibert, Palfrey, Rohozinski , & Zimain, 2008).31 On the other hand,
private entities are gravitating rowards more and more tethered appliances and
ISPs adopting the "tiered service" model that discriminates between different
classes of customers. Though the US Congress has unsuccessfully tried to pass
bills to ensure neutrality, the US Federal Communications Commission had
notified general rules aimed rowards ma intaining neutrality of the Internet.
However many congressmen have indicated their intention ro oppose these
rules through Congress." The question that arises is: "Should there be a law
that ensures the neutrality of the net) (Network Neutrality is considered by
many scholars as a vital issue due ro the belief that it is the strict neutrality

30

Helen Nissenbaum, PRIVACY IN CONTEXT - TECHNOLOGY, POLlCY, AND
OF SOCIAL LIFE 5(Stanford Laws Books, Stanrord , California) (2010).

31

/d. at 6

32

R. D eibert et
FILTERING

33

THE INTEGRITY

al (cds.), ACCESS DENIED: THE PRACfICEAN D POLICY OF GLOBAL INTERNET
263-271, 360-363 (The MIT Press, Cambridge MA) (2008).

Jeffry Banash, FCC adopts web rulrs. Market Watch (2010-12-22). Available at:h.u!!JL
www thesynnews.coml20 I 0/ 12/2211 881959/rcc-adopts-web-rules.html
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implemented by the Internet pioneers that made possible the abundance of
creativity and innovation that has made the Internet what it is today. Therefore
any attempts to curb this would be detrimental to society. The force of their
argument would be evident when one compares the state of telecommunications
when the P&T department managed thtough stricrly tethered devices with
the innovation that the more "neuttal" mobile telephone service which has
spawned thousands of applications.)
The Internet, as mentioned above, was conceived of", a pu rely neutral
netwotk that would just provide connectivity to computers without in anyway
influencing the behaviour of the connected entities. The Internet pioneets were
very passionate about this tenet and a basic set of rules (ptotocol) was formulated
to ensure that any computers irrespective of the operating system it was running
would be able to talk to each other and anyone could conneCt to the netwotk
by using that protocol. This meant that users could use rile network to run
any applications as long as they followed the ptotocol. Thi s simple departure
from the telephone system model resulted in the explosion of creativity that
we see in cyberspace today. Network neutrality and independence were very
zealously guarded dogmas of the architects and pioneers of the Internet, so
much so that at one stage they even defied the authority of the US government
as it acted to establish administrative control over the Internet, by promoting
a parallel body - the gTLD-MoU (Goldsmith & Wu, 2008) ." Accotding to
Vint Cerf, generally acknowledged as the "father of the Internet" the Internet
was designed without any contemplation of national boundaries. T he actual
traffic in the net is totally unbound with respect to geography(Goldsmith &
Wu, 2008)." The debate still continues because it has serio s implications on
the how individuals are able to operate in cyberspace.
Before delving deeper into the nature of challenges posed y cyberspace it is
pertinent to examine the architecture of the Internet and the importance of each

34

Jack Goldsmith. lim Wu,
WORLD

35

ld
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WHO CONTROLS THE INTERNET? - IU.uSJONS OF A B ORDERLESS

36-42 (Oxford University Press, New York, Ny) (2006).
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of its elements, According to Zimain the Internet can be viewed as operating
on fo ur different layers(Zimain , 2008):
•

Physical

•

Ptotocol

•

Application

•

Content

•

Social

The first layer is the hardware - the serve rs, switches, routers as well as
connecting wires (fi bre-opti cs, satellite, cable, telephone w ire etc.). The
architecture of the physical layer, i.e. the manner in which the network is built
has important implications on the flow of information and the control thereof,
as also on issues of personal jurisdiction. Figure 1 gives the basic schematic
of the structure of the Internet. The Internet operates in three tiers - Local,
RegionallNational and International, and these tiers are connected with links
of increasing speed ptoportionate to the data traflic being handled. It will be
evident that each link between the tiers is a choke point, i.e. it can be easi ly
monitored, manipulated and controlled creating legal and social issues that
wi ll be discussed later.
lJery High Speed

o. ~ '~~i.d

LI

r:
~~

~

.

' ilXli-

.J!.tional
~ back bone
Providers

Level I
Locai lSP
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The second layer of the Interner, the prorocol is concerned wlth the conventions
and standards that need ro be followed for data flow ove r the network. An
important constituent of this layer of the Internet is the Internet naming and
numbering system which governs the system of identification of domains
(websites) on the Internet. More importantly it exercises authority over the
Top Level Domains (TLD), which, in effect, gives complete overall control
over the Internet to the entity which has that mandate. Each domain name
such as www.google.com has three partS. The first identifies a particular part
of cyberspace, in this case the World Wide Web, The secon d part is the name
of the registrant of the domain (i.e. Google) and the third part identifies the
group to which the domain belongs: in this case "com" sta ds for commercial
company just as "edu" stands for educational institutions and so on . This last
part is the "top level" and determines which type of domai ns can exist on the
Internet and this crucial task rests with the Internet naming and numbering
authority. As mentioned above this authority is vested with ICAN (Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers), a private body cons isting of
various stakeholders in cyberspace, but effectively controlled by the United
States. This set-up again raises various legal and social questions that will be
discussed later.
The next layer of the Internet is the Application layer where all the Internet
services such as email.ecommerceandthousandsofotherapplications tun.This
includes applications that track each move that the user makes when surfing
the net or accessing a website. With the rapid advent of cloud computing
most applications will be controlled and administered by the respective service
providers. This means that the users will be entirely at their mercy, again a
matter to be examined from the legal and social perspective.
The Content layer is where all the billions of bits of data reside. The manner
in which programmes can collect and store data about individ uals, with
or without their knowledge is prodigious. Palfrey and Gasser note that the
collection and srorage of data about an individual begins even before he is born
(e.g. ultrasound scans stored in hospital records) and explodes as one grows

Cloud Computillg: Legal Challellges, Complexities and 71l e Law of Cyberspace

older (e.g. uploading of pictures on Facebook) (Palfrey & Gasser, 2008). 36
According to Time magazine(Grossman, 2010), Facebook, owned by 2G year
old Mark Zuckerberg "has a richer, more intimate hoard of information about
its citizens than any nation has ever had, and the U.S . government sometimes
comes knocking, subpoena in hand, looking to borrow some".'7i, Facebook's
current Qanuary 2011) user-base is in excess of GOO million" and growing,
making it the third largest "nation" by population. From the legal and social
point of view this indiscriminate gathering of personal information coupled
with increasing effective technological rools for data collection has serious
implications (Nissenbaum, 2010)." This issue will increase in relevance
with the increasing adoption of cloud computing as control over data will be
surrendered to the control of the service provider.
The final layer, Social, deals with the interaction among and behaviour of,
internet communities, both real and virtual. A number of scholars have
documented how the Internet is transforming human behaviour. According
ro Benkler society is engaged in "a battle, in the domain of law and policy,
over the shape of the social settlement that will emerge around the digital
computation and communications revolution." (Benkler, 200G) '0, The
Internet has produced a new phenomenon - peer production and sharing where from order where It raises perplexing legal questions as it redefines
the rules of ownership for intellectual outputS, much like the ancient Indian
texts whose authorship is obscure and most likely the result of collaborative
effort. The Wikileaks, Napster, and Kazaa episodes provide a precursor ro the
challenges to be dealt with by the legal system. Kirkpatrick has documented the
fantastic success of a political movement against FARC guerrillas in Columbia

36 John Palfrcy,Urs Gasser,
D,GITAL NATIVES

37

BORN DIGITAL: UNDERSTANDING THE FIRST GENERATION OF

39 (Basic Books, Ncw York, Ny) (2008).

Lev. Grossman, Man of the Year 20lO-Cover Story
20 I 0- January 20 II Issue

38
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that was conceived and spearheaded entirely through Facf'book (Kirkpatrick,
2010) ' 1"; According ro Oscar Morales, the leader of the movement Facebook
" . .. was our headquarters. It was the newspaper. It was the central command
It was the laboratory - everything. Facebook was all that. .. "
Therefore any attempt to address legal issues pertaining to cyberspace without
taking into account the implications of all layers ofInternet especiall y the social
layer because it is affecting society in profound ways . The advent of cloud
computing will aggravate this sitUation and enhance the urgency for transforming
rather than merely adapting the law to cater to this cha ging environment.
However, though there is clearly a need for regulating cyberspace, there is danger
in a superficial apptoach to the problem because, as will be examined later in
this paper, code, i.e. the technology of cyberspace, can quite effectively trample
freedom and creativity through the medium of perfect enforcement and tethered
appliances. Goldsmith and Wu, for example, have docume ted how C hina has
manipulated techniques of Internet fil teting to completel), isolate its citizens
from the rest of the world so that they exist in an Internet bubble continuously
moniroted by the government(Goldsmith & Wu, 2008) " Lessig examines
the ptospect of technology and law being used by big media to lock down
cultUre(Lessig, 2004) 43 Brin, referring to the concerns about loss of privacy in
cyberspace raises the question "Will technology force us to choose between Privacy
and Freedom?"(Brin, 1998)." Post and Johnson have compared this problem ro
the "Gardner's Dilemma" where only the right mix ofwatering (encouragement)
and pruning (curtailment) leads to a healthy garden and studied the problem
form a mathematical modelling approach(Post & Johnson, (998)'5
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The challenge to the legal system basically resolves into a Sovereign versus Private
debate. In the real space authority is under constitutional control whereas in
cyberspace much of the responsibility has been assumed by private bodies. This
happens in four arenas - Dispute Resolution. Data Privacy. Administrative
Control and Regulation and Copyright Law:
1.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION: In real space law falls in the realm of
constitutional bodies - Legislature. Judiciary and Executive. However.
in cyberspace alternative grievance redressal mechanisms. outside the
purview of constitUtional bodies. also come into play. ICANN the body
that controls the internet through its control of the critical Internet
name and numbering system is a private body though its mandate has
come from the US Department of Commerce. Questions have been
raised about the working ofICANN. and indeed its very legitimacy and
ability to ensure due process for the worldwide community of Internet
users. Should a private body exercise such power outside the purview of
a traditional court system?'6,ii Furthermore. Internet has also evolved its
own alternative redressal mechanism. Companies like eBay. Amazon and
Wikipedia. have a feedback system from their users that enables customers
to post comments about counterparries so that a person violating norms
gets adverse posts and is quickly shunned by the community. Given the
sheer volume of transactions handled by these companies the traditional
justice system would be entirely inadequate to cope with situation.
Zimain calls this the social solution to rooting out malpractice. This can
be taken to the extreme when "random" individuals can assume control
of adjudicating on the Internet. A case in point is Paul Vixie. one of the
pioneers of Internet. who. in 1997. decided to keep a record of all sites
that he believed were sending spam emails. He posted this list on the
Internet for anyone to use for distinguishing berween spammers and
genuine email. Soon (1999) Hotmail. the then leading provider of free
email service. modified its code to check whether any email originated
from servers in Vixie list of spammers. and blocked any email that did
come ftom any of those "blacklisted" servers. This came to be known as
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the Mail Abuse Prevention System (MAPS)(Zimain, 2008) ." This was
meant to be a publ ic service and a good example of how code can be used
to modifY human behaviour, in this case deterring spammers by excluding
email. Others soon followed, including people like Ron Guilmette, the
ptoprietor of a small software company and Joe Jared the owner of a
small foot-orthopaedics design company, both in the U5,48 both of whom
became, in essence, arbiters of justice on the Internet. However this also
became an example of "perfect enforcement" that code can achieve as
demonstrated in the case of the Open Relay Behaviour-modification
System (ORBS). The ORBS service is a programme that identifies so-called
open relays, devices used by spammers to forward bulk emails. It does so
by sending automated emails to itself and if the email went through then
the concerned server had open relays and was added to blacklist maintained
by ORBS. However sending of automated em ails is, in itself, a form of
spamming and was therefore blacklisted by Vixie's MAPS leading to a
dispute between the two. This situation can become very tenuous as in
the case of the blacklisting of the all emails originating from Australian
users (those with the .com.au suffix) by an entity calkd RFC- ignorant.
org(Bowrey, 2005).49 The reason for the blacklist was that the AuStralian
sites did not comply with RFC 954 NICNAMENVHOIS, October
1985 . An "RFC" or "Request For Comment" is a de-facto specification
for Internet protocol. RFC 954 stipulates that all .co domains owners
must disclose full identification in the "Whois" directorv (a database of all
domains maintained for the purpose of excluding duplication of domain
names and preventing fraud) . Australian domain registrars had removed
public access to most of this information in accordance with the policy
of the Australian Domain Authority. This was done to revent misuse of
this information. The result was that almost all international outgoing
email from Australia was blocked - JUSt by the action f some unknown
private third party. In most of these cases redressal can be tedious, arbitrary
and even unsatisfactory and raises questions regarding which forum,
jurisdiction and due process wo uld apply.
2.

DATA PRIVACY: In real space private information about individuals has
always been collected and srored for centuries. This data is in the form
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of birth, marriage, and death records, court records, medical records etc.
However nearly all this data was in the hands of government bodies and
stored in spread OUt (non-networked) locations. Though the records
are in public domain, space and time conspire to make it tedious to
access them. Therefore only those specifically seeking the information
take the trouble of accessing them, and in that respect, privacy of data
was maintained. In cyberspace however, things are entirely different.
Consider the situation of a person walking into a store to buy a good
in real space. He would locate the address of the store, walk in, browse
the various shelves, choose the desired article, choose whether to buy it
or not, and then walk out. If, the moment the person entered the store,
the store owner started recording every step, every shelf browsed, every
article handled, whether or not purchased, and if so, the name address and
credit card number of the person. In real space this behaviour would be
very obnoxious and offensive if not guilty of the tOrt of causing nuisance
and invading privacy. However, when one visits an online store, this is
exactly what happens. Every click is recorded, every item browsed, the
details of the item purchased, name, address, credit card details and other
contact information. This data is then stored in huge databases owned by
the seller company for future commercial use. Online retailer Amazon,
for example, has a real tracking system that tracks every click one makes
from the time one lands on their webpage so that evety time a book title
is clicked it not only displays that book but also displays a number of
suggested titles with a message "People who bought this book also bought".
It has recently patented the software code for a system that helps a person
buy gift items for others by making suggestions on what to buy. This
may sound innocuous but according to Sherman "it would make use of
an amazingly broad collection of information - not just from Amazon's
own data on customer activity, but also from third party data brokers that
hold personal details far beyond anything that Amazon explicitly asks of
people, including gender, age, race, marital status, and even disposable
income."so Even more interesting is Amazon's policy of capturing every
line that users highlight when reading from their Kindle eBook readers.
The company's release in this regard offers this information: "We combine
the highlights of all Kindle customers and identify the passages with the
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most highlights. "" Amazon has hesitated to use this information for
commercial purposes, but hypothetically if a customer buys a book that
discusses tertorism of other undesirable subject and higlJights a particular
section, this information may be passed on to the law on the premise that
it is a step toward intent.
The point here in real space personal information primarily resides in the
hands of government agencies in physical form at distributed locations
and is generally restricted in content. It is neither offered for sale nor
used for commercial purposes (generally). However in cyberspace not
only is the extent of data collected about individuals unprecedented, but
it is also in the hands of ptivate entities who gather solely for commercial
purposes. Palfrey and Gasser have documented how "Digital Native"
leaves a disturbing amount of traces in public places (Palfrey & Gasser,
2008)" - information that is collected in "digital dossiers" for anyone
to access for a fee. For the first time there are online companies such as
MyLife.com whose sole purpose is to sell personal data about individuals.
As mentioned before, the highly comprehensive data ase Facebook has
of its 600 million sttong community would be a marketing professional's
dream. This explosion of data has been accompanied b)" the development
of increasingly sophisticated data mining and analyrics techniques which
can carry out vety accurate profiling, generating the interest from US
government authorities as mentioned in the time anicle above. With
more universal adoption of cloud computing the situation will get worse
because, in addition to what is already there in the cloud, even the files
and programmes that are presently stored on one's computer will shift to
the service ptovider. As Solove has stated, this situation is compl icated
by the "I've got nothing to hide" attitude adopted by users, resulting in
more and more personal information being posted on the Internet (Solove,
2007)."

3.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL AND REGULATION: According
to Lessig to be able to regulate a person three things need to be known :
who he is; where he is; and what he is doing (Lessig L. , 2006).54 In
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cyberspace each of this pieces of information are difficult to obtain. The
identity of a person reduces to a username; the physical location may be
anywhere in the world far removed from the place of activity. Even the
answer to the third question can be compl icated. For example in real
space a person spotted wandering aimlessly in a neighbourhood can be
accused ofloitering. In cyberspace a person can virtually wander through
real neighbourhoods, almost in real time, using the Google Street View
programme. This anonymity and lack of trackability seem major obstacles
to the proper dissemination of justice - indeed DuPont has documented
the criminalisation of this anonymity (du Pont, 2001).55
The other aspect of administrative control is ·"zoni ng". Consider the case of
pornography. In the US the right of people to purvey pornographic material
and publications is by the second amendment to the constitution (freedom of
speech). but only to adults. This law is enforced by creating a zone (i .e. shops
selling pornographic material) that is out of bounds to minors . Any child
attempti ng to access this zone can be easily identified by his physical make up.
If there is a doubt, the purveyor can ask for a proof of age. The same can be
done for sale ofliquor, cigarettes or even for movies (the ''An certificate creates
the zone of prohibition) . Therefore in real space administrative control can
be exercised through this method of creating phys ical boundaries. However,
as mentioned above, in cyberspace such physical boundaries do not exist.
Any child can access a pornographic website to view its contents, so how can
administrative control be exercised' The solutions suggested include stipulating
a username and password for access but the problem of ensuring the username
and password has entered by a bonafide adult. One can add further requirements
that a credit card be mandatorily entered as proof of age, but as will be evident,
this does not create a fool proof zone.
Another aspect of zoning in real space concerns the issue of privacy. Common
law in this regard is based on the concept "every man's home is his cascie."
Therefore the home is a zone that is protected by law from invasion of this
privacy through undue search, seizure and other violations, with clearly laid
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down precedents on what does or does not constitute lawful conduct by the
law enforcement agencies. This definition has been expanded in Ka tz v. United
Stater6 to all areas where a person has a "reasonable expectation of privacy
including personal privacy. How these precedents become inadequate to deal
with "worms" in cyberspace. Worms, or spiders are programmes (i.e. code)
that, when released into the Internet, search the net for specific information.
The most prominent example of a worm is the Google spider that trawls the
Internet, automatically visiting websites and indexing them into Google's vast
database. Google uses the results to determine the "page rank" of the website,
which in turn determines its imporrance (according to Google's criteria or
algorithm) and the rank of the website in Google's search results . T his is of
vital imporrance to online sellers (or even opinion builders, bloggers etc.) who
want their site to show up first when people search for items they are purveying.
Th is can also be used for surveillance by the law enforcement agencies who can
search for potential criminals (e.g. terrorists) utilising the Internet to perpetrate
their activities . This raises a question oflegality - the worm visits and searches
evety website including legitimate ones, which may tantamoun t to invasion of
privacy of the concerned individual. Therefore should it be legal - the answer
can be both yes and no and therefore introduces an elernent of ambiguity
in law. Unforrunately this type of "zoning" in cyberspace raises additional
questions when one takes into account that the filter specified in the worm
can be anything that its originator specifies. China can (and probably does)
sco ur for sites that include words like "Tiananmen", "Tibet" "freedo m" with
pu nishment for website Owners within China and blocked access (for Chinese
users) for those outside. Indeed, the Internet phone service provider Skype's
distributor for China has been persuaded by the Chinese a thorities to censor
words like "Falun Gong" and "Dalai Lama" in its text messaging for its Chinese
version and even Google has agreed to censor its search results for its Chinese
version (Zimain, 2008) '7 Goldsmith and Wu have taken this further and claim
that the restrictions built into the network by China has actually changed the
J
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very nature of Internet by filtering out any information that the authorities
consider inappropriate, giving the lie to a "borderless" Internet (Goldsmith &
Wu, 2008)." Figure 2 gives the schematic of the architectu re used by China
co nstruct walls around information flow. The interesting issue though is the
fact that though we discuss and debate the ethics of the surveillance over the
Internet by law enforcement agencies, hardly any question is raised regarding
Google's extensive use of ultra-efficient spiders to crawl the Internet and gather
information continuously.
to
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This issue is connected with another aspecr of regulation in cyberspace: the role
of intermediaries. We consider cyberspace as consisting of three stakeholders:
the Source, the Intermediary and the Targets. s, All three exist in real space
and are positioned in their respective geographic locations. To illustrate,
Goldsmith and Wu provide the following example: consider a manufacturer
of watches, say Rolex, wanting to sell their watches in the US. They appoint
a retailer, say Wal-Mart, to retail their product ro the US market. Here Rolex
company, located in Switzerland, becomes the source, Wal-Mart, located in
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US is the intermediary and the US public the target. If a counterfeiter wants
to sell fake Rolex watches in the US, he would be prevenred ftom doing so,
because Wal-Mart, the inrermediary, would refuse to entertain him . It doesn't
matter where the counterfeiter is located, because the law enforcement can
go after the intermediary. In cyberspace also intermediari,;s exist at different
levels and at different locations. They could be ISPs, cred it card companies,
hosting providers, or domain registrars. In a recent case (August 2010) the
Indian intelligence agencies directive to smartphone service provider Blackberry
provides an interesting example of regulating through intermediaries. The source
is Blackberry (Research in Motion company) located in Canada, its servers
are all located outside of India (Canada and US). The intermediaries are the
mobile phone service providers such as Ainel, Vodafone, RCom, Tata Telecom,
who provide connectivity to Blackberry users in India, and the target is the
Indian public. When the Indian authorities demanded ability to intercept and
access all email traffic originating and terminating in India Blackberry refused
to comply, citing its company policy of not providing special treatment to
any claim by a specific government. The authorities then threatened ro issue
directive to the Indian mobile service providers to deny access to Blackberry
forcing the company to come to the negotiating table. This recapitulation by
a source company, located in foreign soil, was possible was possible because
the company stood to lose significant business and profits. The case becomes
more interesting when a not-for-profit organisation is involved. The sensational
case ofWikileaks (December 2010) demonstrates the extensive targeting of
intermediaries, with limited success. Wikileaks, like the less controversial
Wikipedia, is hosts user-generated content and is backed by contributions from
its supporters . When it started to post highly sensitive and secret documents of
the US State Department on the web, the US authorities retaliated with all their
by no means insignificant might. They progressively pressured hosting provider
Amazon to bri ng down the Wikileaks website, then the domain registrar to
deregister the Wikileaks domain name, then creelit card companies Visa and
MasterCard to stop processing payments to the company (triggering massive
"denial-of-service" attacks by hackers supporting Wikileaks that brought down
Visa and MasterCard sites for several hours). Even microblogging sites like
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Twitter started blocking tweets in support of the Wikileaks founder, although it
is not known whether they did this at the behest of the US authorities. Finally
they tried to prosecute the Wikileaks founder with mixed results (as ofJanuary
2011 he is out on bail and defiant as ever) .
T he foregoing underscores an important ethical issue that law must confront
when dealing with cyberspace. Traditional law is designed so as to ensure
compliance in a majority of cases. No law can claim to be one hundred per
cent effective. Consider traffic light violations at a street ctossing. The law, in
the form of a traffic policeman can at best prevent a majority of all violations,
but it would be untealistic if not impossible to expect that he would be able
to prevent ;ill of the violations. Now consider a technological solution such
as a surveillance camera mounted at the junction which records all the car
movements and therefore it would be able to identify each and every one of the
violations. It would also taise protests about invasion of privacy. Cyberspace to
lends itself to regulating but this regulation is achieved through its code and is
thetefore perfect. This perfect enforcement coupled with perfect surveillance
(e.g. the worm that spies on every website) raises questions about protecting
personal freedoms, especially when this perfect enforcement and surveillance
is in hands and at the disposal of private entities including individuals (e.g.
one-man companies maintaining email blacklists), with no established and
accepted redressal mechanism .
4.

COPYRIGHT LAW: The invention of the printing press was responsible
fot the need for copyright protection because it provided the ability of
easy reproduction and dissemination of works of authors. Prior to that
authorship existed only in the form of handwritten manuscripts and
copying meant transcribing it by hand, as the scribes of the Library of
Alexandria did in antiquity. Even then copyright only alluded to the
written word as there was no method of recording and storing voice. With
the development of the means recording sound and images (photography)
copyright was expanded to include these mediums of authorship. The
distinguishing featute in this legal regime is that the act of copying
generally reduced the quality of the work. For example making a Xerox
copy of a book reduces the quality of the book. Furthermore, mass copying
and distribution remains costly and this restricts widespread copyright
violations.
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In cyberspace however, one ca n make perfect copies (i ndi sti nguishable from
the original) and mass distribution is instantaneous and almost free. With the
invention of the MP3 format music can be stored as files on computer hard
disks which means that when one makes a copy of a millic file , there is no
way of distinguishing the original from the copy, and distributing the same
to ones friends requires only a few keystrokes. When the recipients in turn
share the file with their friends the reach can grow exponentially. The music
industry discovered this to their disadvantage when Napster, a music file-s haring
company started facilitating this ptocess. The Napster provided connectivity to
anyone who was registered with them and gave access to code that kept track
of all the music files stored on the members' computer hard disks. If a member
wanted a particular song, the programme would check whel her it was available
on any of the members' hard disks, and if it was then the programme would
automatically download a copy to the requester's computer. Once downloaded
the file could be shared with friends without much degradalion in quality. Not
surprisingly, the music industry sued Napster (A&M Reco rds, Inc. v. Napster,
Inc., 239 F3d 1004 (2001). Plaintiff claimed that:
•

users were directly infringing plaintiff's copyright

•

Napster was liable for con tributory infringement of the plaintiff's
copyright

•

Napster was liable for vicarious infringement of plaintiff's copyright

Napster invoked the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 1998 which provides
safe harbour against liability for copy right infringement for intermediaries.
Napster claimed that:

•

it was a search engine and therefore only an intermediary

•

its service was comparable to a VCR, quoting "Setama" case" , (Sony Corp.
ofAmerica v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 Us. 417 (I984) where the
US Supreme Court held that making of individual copies of complete
television shows for purposes of time-shifting does not constitute copyright
infringement, but is fair use.

•

users were simply sampling music before buying
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•

significant percentage of the system's use involved acceptable copying of
music files

•

many songs were nor copyrighted

Interestingly, Napster also claimed the users had reported degradation in the
copied music. However Napster was held guilty on all three counts and held
liable for damages leading to its bankruptcy. A similar fate befell Kazaa another
peer-to-peer file-sharing service similar to Napster but more elusive. Now the
music industry has at its disposal code that can be used to prevent copying
but also restrict the number of times a song can be heard after which the file
is automatically disabled . As mentioned above, this regulating is through code
and therefore perfectly enforceable.
This brings us back to the Lessig's idea that in cyberspace code is law, and in the
words ofZittrain "when code is law execution is exquisite, and law can be selfenforcing. The flexibility recedes. Those who control the tethered appliances can
control the behaviour with the devices [by pre-emption, specific injunction and
surveillance"(Zittrain, 2008).60 Pre-emption entails anticipating and designing
against "undesirable conduct" (from the provider's point of view) before it
happens. An example of this if the code that manufacturer's build into their
CO/OVD Players that prevents users from using them in a geographical area
other than the one where it is marketed. So if one buys a player in the US it will
only play media purchased in the US. Specific injunction refers to ability of a
manufactures or service providers to exercise control over content in the user's

device. For example online retailer Amazon markets the Kindle e-book reader
as well as book titles in digital form which users purchase and downloaded
onto their Kindle device for reading. In 2009 Amazon discovered that one of
their retailers sold digital books for which it did not have copyright permission.
Since Kindles, when switched on, are connected to the Amazon servers, Amazon
remotely deleted all those digital books without the knowledge of the owners 6 !
60
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Surveillance refers to the ability of tethered devices to relay informa tion about
the customer to the manufacturer of the device . An interesting example of this
is the OnStar facility that US car maker General Motor provides in its cars.
OnStar is a service that maintains continuous link between a central station and
the individual car so that in case of any mishap the user can call for assistance.
In case of an accident the ptogramme automatically dials [he 911 emergency
response centre. The FBI realised that this device could be used to eavesdrop
on conversations in any car by altering the programme code to enable the
car's mictophones to be switched on remotely, and there an: reports that it has
secretly ordered some car manufacturer(s) to do exactly tha t(Zirrrain, 2008) 62
In conclusion , from the legal perspective, the main differences between real
and cyberspace are:
1.

Cyberspace is democratic and transnational with no estotblished jurisdiction
and stretches across boundaries.

2.

In cyberspace regulability (i.e. ability to enforce the law) is controlled by
code rather than executive or judicial action. Therefore cyberspace is also
autocratic, at the mercy of those who conttol the code.

3.

Since regulability is achieved by code, cyberspace lends itself to perfect
enforcement and raises issues of violation of indi"idual p rivacy and
overarching control by state or non-state entities

4.

Increasingly regulation in cyberspace is devolving on rivate hands, with
arbitrary and non-formal redressal mechanism

5.

In cyberspace regulation is often achieved by communiry or social action
consisting of customer feedback and ostracizarion (i.e. based on market
forces), outside the purview of any state. As cyber-communities grow
and multiply (e.g. Facebook, Wikipedia and eBay's multimillion strong
user base) The traditional "redressal through litigation" system would be
inadequate to deal with the volume of online transactions.

6.

Copyright protection in cyberspace is complicated by the fact it allows
perfect copying and instantaneous mass distribution at almost no cost.
Copyright owners have responded by incorporating code into the work
that completely prevents violation. As Lessig says 'when code is the
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law execution is exquisite". Therefore this tethering ensures perfect
enforcement. As more and more tethered devices enter cyberspace the
unintended consequence of this asymmetric balance of power giving
disproportionate advantage in favour of the copyright owner would stifle
creativity and innovation.

7.

In cyberspace every move, every keystroke of the user can be recorded.
This technology, coupled with other exquisite technologies such as data
mining, analytics and web crawlers (worms that trawl cyberspace ro locate,
index and record every piece of data on the net) is being used by large
corporations such as Google, Facebook and Microsoft who are building
massive databases of individuals ro be used for commercial purposes. The
same databases can be used for surveillance by state agencies.

This ability ro enforce the law through code lies in the hands of private entities
and individuals, in addition ro constitutional authorities . As Freidman 63 and
Lessig has asked: In such a si tuation what checks and balances are possible in
cyberspace? Do we really neeed a government agency to regulate software code?
Also, since ensuring network neutrality and individual freedoms necessarily
entails disabling government's ability ro good, is there a justification for a
cyberspace architecture that disables government's ability to do good. How do
we assure privacy when the ether perpetually spies? How do we protect liberty
when architectures of control are managed as much by the government as by
the private sector' How do we balance the contro!' in large part exercised by
technologies of commerce, backed by the rule of law, with personal freedoms
and consumer protection' How do we guarantee free thought when the push is
to propertise every idea? How, in other words, do we build a world ofliberty in
the face of dangers of a tethered and perfectly enforced code-controlled future'
How do we guarantee self-determinatio n when the architectures of contro l
are perpetually determined elsewhere' The challenge for our generation is ro
reconcile these two forces . It is also the challenge facing the framers of future
laws .

63

Supra note 5.

